The main ingredient in this book is an alphabetical listing from A (a,an,) to Z (zoom), the Troublesome Words. Bryson uses a variety of responses throughout this section.
Some are simple comments about the correct spelling of a word: "pizzeria. not pizza-, for the place where pizzas are made."
Others explain the choice of one word over another: "irony. sarcasm. Irony is the use of words to convey a contradiction between the literal and intended meanings. Sarcasm is very like irony except that it is more stinging. Whereas the primary intent behind irony is to amuse, with sarcasm it is to wound or score points."
Simple definitions are included for unusual words or phrases: "faux pas French for an error or blunder. The plural is also faux pas."
Common misuses of words are also worthy of multiple entries. Bryson uses published examples of the misuse of a word, for example: "nauseous. "Martinez left early, complaining that he felt nauseous" (Newsweek). . .. "
. . .and follows that example with an explanation of the error: "nauseous. "Martinez left early, complaining that he felt nauseous" (Newsweek). Make it nauseated. Nauseous is an adjective describing something that causes nausea ("a nauseous substance"). As Bernstein neatly put it, people who are nauseated are no more nauseous than people who are poisoned are poisonous."
Other entries tackle proper spelling of names, places, businesses, organizations, titles, etc. While some might be interesting: topics including dangling modifiers, starting sentences with and (go for it!), double negatives, gerunds, using like v. as, metaphors v. similes, number, split infinitives, who v. whom, and many more.
The Appendix: Punctuation section discusses. . .yes punctuation marks. From apostrophe to semicolon. As with the previous section, numerous examples from print are used to illustrate 'how to do it wrong' and how it might have been done correctly. If only Mrs. Doyle had explained these marks as clearly in my fifth grade English class.
Bibliography and Suggested Reading lists thirty-plus resources cited in the book or recommended for further reading. Most are published or revised within the last twenty years and are as 'cutting-edge' as a printed book can be.
A simple glossary concludes the book. From adjective through genitive to verb, Bryson again uses published phrases to explain the meaning and uses of the various words that define English as we know it.
-What's good about this book? -Bryson writes in a witty, pithy manner. He pokes holes in the beliefs of those he finds wrong and supports his view with reasoned analysis. All done in a humourous manner. The scope of the book is very wide and a reader will find information and concepts that they have not encountered before reading. Tom Hess writes reviews on the Epinions.com site.
